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KS3 Baseline Position

Topic ELEMENT Step

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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I have a very basic understanding of knowledge

I have a basic understanding of knowledge

I have a good understanding of knowledge

I have a good understanding of  knowledge & can apply it some of the time

I have a good understanding of  knowledge & can apply it most of the time

I have a good understanding of  knowledge & can apply it the majority of the time

I have a very good understanding of  knowledge & can apply it the majority of the time

I have an excellent understanding of  knowledge & can apply it the majority of the time

I have an excellent understanding of  knowledge & can apply it all of the time

M
an
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fa

ct
u

re

With help and support I have tried to make my product

With help and support I have made my product

I have used some tools and equipment to produce parts of my product myself

I have used tools and equipment correctly to make my product

I have used the correct tools and equipment and used them with some accuracy to make my 

product

I have used the correct tools and equipment skilfully and accurately to make my product

I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to produce a well made product accurately 

and correctly. My product meets the design brief / Specification

I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to produce a well made product accurately 

and correctly. My product meets the design brief / Specification and shows a good level of quality

I have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully to produce a well made product accurately 

and correctly. My product meets the design brief / Specification and shows a good level of quality 

and precision
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Lesson Learning Focus Assessment
1 What is Isometric? How to draw in isometric Teacher verbal feedback

2 Practise isometric drawing Self-Assessment

3 Colour rendering skills/colour wheel theory Peer Assessment

4 Importance of logo design & analyse

5 Logo initial ideas inspired by isometric/colour through meaning Self-Assessment

6 Thankyoux designer research Self-Assessment

7 Thankyoux designer research Teacher assessment WWW/EBI

8 Pattern ideas inspired by thankyoux

9 Isometric street art design linking to thankyoux Self/Peer Assessment 9-11

10 Isometric street art design linking to thankyoux Teacher verbal feedback

11 Promotion/Evaluation Teacher assessment WWW/EBI

Unit of Work - Final Teacher Assessment:
WWW-

EBI –
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Why is Art 
Important?

Brain in Gear

What is 
Graphic 
design?





Isometric Drawing

Step 1 Step 2

Step 3 Step 4



TITLE:    ISOMETRIC CUBES        DATE:





TITLE:    COLOUR RENDERED ISOMETRIC CUBES            DATE:



Brain in Gear



Colour 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCLit9-3U9scCFYFp2wod4bsARw&url=https://www.pinterest.com/explore/color-wheel-worksheet/&psig=AFQjCNGg8jv7sGWQDfQAuXKop6ztztFR_w&ust=1442324791816235
http://www.art-is-fun.com/colored-pencil-instruction.html


Colour 



Brain in Gear



TITLE:   ISOMETRIC LOGO IDEAS           DATE:



Brain in Gear



TITLE:   ISOMETRIC PATTERN DESIGNS DATE:



Brain in Gear



TITLE:   ISOMETRIC MURAL DESIGNS DATE:


